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The Boston Business Journal Ranks Treeline, Inc. Among the Area’s Largest Executive
Search Firms
Treeline fills more positions than any other staffing company in Massachusetts with 184; the firm
also ranks in the top 10 for number of recruiters employed with 18
April 2, 2007, Wakefield, Massachusetts: the Boston Business Journal has named Treeline,
Inc. among the area’s largest executive search firms in its March 23-29, 2007 issue. The weekly
business publication also reported that Treeline filled more positions in 2006 than any other
Massachusetts staffing company at 184 jobs. In addition, Treeline ranked eighth among firms with
the most recruiters, with 18 consultants currently employed.
Managing Partner Daniel Fantasia attributes Treeline’s inclusion on this year’s list to the strong
growth his firm experienced in 2006: “Treeline doubled in both staff size and revenue last year.
W e experienced rapid growth in each of our four market specialties – medical, technology,
financial, and B2B - and also added contract staffing to our suite of services…this year, we’re off
to a great start and are planning additional expansion. W e are very pleased to be featured on this
list and look forward to continued growth in 2007.”
This is Treeline’s debut appearance on the Boston Business Journal’s Largest Executive Search
Firms list. In total, 40 firms were ranked.
###
About Treeline, Inc.
Treeline, Inc. is one of the fastest growing executive search firms in the Northeast, and a
recognized leader in the recruitment of sales professionals. Specializing in the medical,
technology, business to business, and financial industries, Treeline has helped match hundreds
of clients and candidates. Led by Managing Partner Daniel Fantasia, who founded the company
in 2001, Treeline consultants have nearly 40 years of sales experience. The firm is
headquartered in Wakefield, Massachusetts.
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